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A. M Pulsifier, Treas. OFFICE OF William Hayes, Agent.
Barker Mill.
Auburn, Me., Mch 27th 1901
Dear Bro.
I was very glad to hear from you and
quite interested in the letters you sent which
I am returning herewith. You are indeed getting famous in your line and I congratulate
you in your sucessful efforts which no
doubt are a means of no little goods. I am
glad to know that the music of the “Good Old Way”
appears to be “singable” & wish I had the time
& disposition, largely the latter perhaps, to do more
for you in this line. But I confess that to me
in regard to music “the more the learning, the less
the knowledge” and any efforts I might make
seem so “dinky” that I have lost all ambition
in this direction. I should love dearly to
go to Boston as you suggest but do not
feel able to spare the time & money just
now as I hope to go up later. I have
just made a start in “Masonry”, Ed Spraque
& I together, and we take our third degree
tonight If we may believe the yarns the
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members tell us they will warm up the affair
so we neednt worry about taking cold (?)
This is my first experience with any secret
order and I guess I shall enjoy it after
getting fairly started. Masonry is surely of
no disadvantage to a man in any sense
and its principles are worthy of emulation
We are all pretty well barring the usual
colds etc. I have been forced to go to dieting
recently on account of quite a bad attack of indigestion which pursues me ruthlessly and
makes itself “felt” quite literally on every possible occasion. This horrerer is no reflection on
“Table Topics”! Mauds father & mother are in
Mass. for a time & we are enjoying “all the
comforts of home” which appeal to me very
strongly every time I sift the ashes, lug the wood
feed the hens etc. etc. But we enjoy it very
much all in all. As you may have noticed
in the papers Auburn has been pretty hot politically
this spring the result of being a democratic
Mayor & four of five alderman while the council
is republican 10 to 5. Rather a mixed up mess
Did you notice an article in one of the papers
I sent about the “bloody fifth” etc. This is ward
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5 or New Auburn down here where the mill
is & strongly democratic. I thought
the article very cleverly written up,
sounding like Arthur Staples.
The mill business of course is the same here
as everywhere & we have discontinued
the night run but continue to sell
everything we are making though at very
low prices in some instances. We are
fortunate in having some quite favorable yarn
contracts which last some time yet.
We live in hopes that the curtailment
elsewhere will suffice to straighten
thing out. Meantime I wish you would
go with the publishing business & give me a
job where my undoubted abilities (?)
could have full swing.
We should be glad to see you here whenever you can find the time to come.
Yours aff.
A.L.W.

